45 x 30 x 30 cm. and 6 kg. /0.002 kg.

60 x 60 x 90 cm. and 50 kg. / 0.02 kg.

90 x 60 x 75 cm. and 50 kg. / 0.02 kg.

60 x 80 x 90 cm.
45 x 45 x 30 cm. Weight capacity: 25 kg. / 0.002 kg.

120 x 100 x 100 cm. and 70 kg. / 0.02 kg.

capacity: 90 x 60 x 60 cm. and 25 kg. / 0.002 kg.

- Maximum capacity: 140 x 80 x 90 cm.

- Maximum capacity: 250 x 250 x 270 cm.

Maximum capacity:
294.6 x 122 x91.4 cm.
Maximum capacity:
150 x 60 x 60 x cm.

Maximum capacity:
150 x 90 x 90 cm. and 5 kg. / 0.5 kg.

®

®

INTEGRATION SERVICES

Cubiscan Integration Services provides high-value systems that generate labor efficiencies, improve order accuracy, and
increase velocity within the order fulfillment process. Our solutions may be combined as fully integrated systems or as a
stand-alone system with future compatibility.
®

Shipping and Manifesting Systems

Systems that are designed to automate End-of-Line (EOL) shipping and manifesting, which
includes: scanning, weighing, cubing, print/apply, and conveyor controls associated with the
system. Cubiscan Integration Services also provides the software and controls to interface with
the customer’s host and shipping software.

Dimensioning Systems

Systems that automatically capture product and parcel dimensions. Options for
legal-for-trade dimensioning and weighing, and capturing dimensions of
irregular objects are part of our offering.

In-Motion Checkweigher Systems

Systems that capture weights of products in-line with existing or new conveyors. Applications
include shipping weight for manifesting, product quality control, order picking validation, and
food/beverage compliance. Washdown and legal-for-trade options are also avaliable.

Scanning Systems

Systems that capture barcode data on high-speed conveyors in receiving and End-of-Line (EOL)
shipping applicatons. Cubiscan Integration Services is a preferred SICK integration partner.

CUBISCAN SOFTWARE
With Qbit™ software, obtaining and transferring accurate dimensional data is no problem. Qbit collects, stores,
and sends the CubiScan data to your warehouse software system, allowing your operations to run more efficiently.
®

Qbit DB

Qbit XFER

TM

TM

Our most robust and sought-after software solution
Import or export data using a variety of file-transfer methods.
Collect and store data in a local Qbit database.
Choose any pack type or personalize user-definable fields.
Works with most warehouse management systems.
Use a camera with Qbit-DB to capture images with each
measurement.

Qbit EDT

Software that transfers data to a target host window
Qbit-Xfer works like a keyboard wedge and sends data straight to
the target host window.
Qbit-Xfer is Windows-based and works silently in the background.
Use a weight trigger or barcode trigger to prompt measurements.
Connect to a third-party scale.
Interface easily with WorldShip® or Ship Manager®.

Qbit WEB

TM

TM

Software that sends data to specific screen locations

Software that transfers data via an internet browser

Transfer data in real-time using a HLLAPI interface.

Transfer data to an internet browser via HTML.

Data is sent to screen locations for 5250 and 3270 emulation.

Data is transferred to specific field locations.

Qbit-EDT works in the background: transparent and automatic.

Define your own data field transfer formats.
Use the test function to ensure information is being sent correctly.

Collect. Capture. Integrate.

CUBISCAN WILL SUCCESSFULLY GET YOU
THROUGH THE SUPPLY CHAIN MAZE.
You can no longer guess which route to take when collecting dimensional weight information.
Let Cubiscan be your guide.
®

Cubiscan's advanced dimensioning and
weighing systems are designed to
increase the productivity and efficiency of
your warehouse, distribution, and freight
manifest operations. Our patented
dimensioning systems will provide
accurate and reliable product dimensions
and weight for all of the items in your
warehouse or shipping application.

®

®

380 South 200 West, P.O. Box 929
Farmington, UT 84025-0929 USA
Phone: +1 801.451.7000
Email: info@cubiscan.com
Website: www.cubiscan.com

